2020 Prevention Programming

- **January 2020**
  - Healthy relationships training with SWEET

- **February 2020**
  - Five students were trained on the Bringing in the Bystander program and how to be presenters
    - This happened the week before spring break and then we shut down so unfortunately those students were never able to present to anyone

- **April 2020**
  - Instagram posts every day in honor of sexual assault awareness month. The posts varied but some of them were themed coloring pages supporting survivors, book/movie recommendations regarding sexual assault education, resource sharing, and walk a mile in her shoes support/advertising

- **October 2020**
  - Webinar for athletics staff on understanding sexual violence prevention within sports culture
  - Banner during safety week for students to sign in support of survivors of dating violence. Brochures with resources were provided with information on how to help a friend and resources. The banner hung in Hawley lounge for the remainder of the school year

- **November 2020**
  - Training with RHDS about overview of what sexual assault, dating/domestic violence, and stalking is and how to be trauma informed